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STARTING ECONOMICS: AGAIN
Patrick Brown
ABSTRACT
This first essay of the volume sets the scene for the cumulative work
of the five contributors. The issue is the emergence of a genuine
science of economics that is based on identifying the real, and simple,
variables of production and consumption. That identification is the
task of the group of essays to follow. Here attention is drawn to the
fact that we do not seek models to guide us but concrete promising
insights into how we may improve our standard of living by seeking
the beginnings of clarity about the two fundamental circular flows of
goods and monies.

THE MEANING OF CREDIT
Philip McShane
ABSTRACT
The reach here is for relevant guidelines to the search for a meaning to
the word credit and to the activity of credit-giving. It draws on the
work of Joseph Schumpeter on norms of constructive credit in relation
to economic progress and development. More fundamentally, it draws
attention to the need for a new level of serious science regarding our
own performances of belief and credit-giving. What is at stake is the
slow emergence of a novel type of economic democracy quite foreign
to present centralism, an emergence depending on a novel style of
reading on the part of the reader.

REAL ECONOMIC VARIABLES
Michael Shute
ABSTRACT
This essay seeks to give a homely start to the search for the relevant
variables in economic science. It carries forward, through simple
illustrations, the pointers of the first two essays. The invitation to you is
to identify two cycles of activity and exchange that are necessary for
the progress of the simplest barter economy. The invitation leads gently
to the plausibility of the need for the invention of money as an
enrichment of the promise of economic progress, so making way for
the analysis of the activity of promising that is the topic of the essay to
follow.

KEEPING PROMISES
Patrick Brown
ABSTRACT
This fourth essay carries forward the search for a normative empirical
economics by focusing on the challenge of finding out just what could
be meant by speaking of money as promise. While the essay does not
blossom out into a wholesome precision and a serious development of
the meaning of promising, it should lead you to a suspicion that the
self-attention required to meet that challenge is a shocking lift of
culture and education. The problem of the volume is to make that
leading effective by you taking over the leading.

SANE ECONOMIC THEORY AND THE FAILURE OF
RELIGION
Darlene O’Leary
ABSTRACT
A more elaborate elementary economy of fishing is considered here
than that provided by Shute. The broader complexity of economic
progress is attended to briefly, in the context of Lonergan’s view of
profit as a social dividend. The function of that dividend is a global
well-being that pivots, for its effectiveness, on the luminousness
regarding promises discussed in the previous essay. This essay draws
attention to a force in that effectiveness that is to be brought forth from
all patterns of religious commitment. The issue is to make operative the
human drive to make sense.

RAISING EXPECTATIONS: MAKING SENSE, NOT
MONEY
William Zanardi
ABSTRACT
Making sense is the topic of this essay, and it is tackled in a series of
sublating contexts. It begins with reflections on the context of a simple
family business that makes sense and that calls for its members to
continue to create sense. Questions emerge in that making of sense that
lift the group beyond its own comfortable context, so that the issue of
making sense places this group and all global sub-groups in the fuller
problematic of making over-all sense of our living in history. Issues of
leisure and expectations are raised in a manner that point to the need for
global collaboration.

EDGING TOWARDS A LATER GLOBAL STAGE
Philip McShane
ABSTRACT
The objective of this essay is to illustrate patterns of present distraction
from the meaningful objectives of global business: the provision of
local standards of living through collaborative care both of innovative
structures of local improvements and for the global distribution of
generic consumer benefits. Such distractions are as obvious as media
attention, in pseudo-business discussions, to the neurotic and greedy
patterns of gambling symbolized by the name Wall St. But overlayed
on this silly devotion to casino-dynamics are varieties of supposedly
learned discourse that are, in the main, locked into those same patterns.
They need to be exposed.

THE GLOBAL ECONOMY AND MY LITTLE CORNER
Philip McShane
ABSTRACT
This final essay returns to the basic issue raised in the first essay and
places it in the fuller context of the dynamics of the untrammelled spirit
of inquiry. That spirit of inquiry, the heart of serious science, is just not
present either in contemporary establishment economics or in the range
of views opposed to it. So, neither group takes seriously the quest for
real basic variables. Such seriousness has to emerge from a creative
minority, towards which this volume reaches. The creativity demanded
is the coming to grips with the dynamics of any business and the
drawing of attention to it.

